ART, CRAFT AND JIGSAWS

DESCRIPTION

This Mineral Mosaic artwork kit contains four reproducible pictures (photocopy as many times as you like for future use) onto which small colourful chipboard squares are glued to produce beautiful artworks. This kit has enough mosaic squares to make 32 posters.

Jigsaws, scrabble and board games are a great way to get people together to have fun, and exchange life experiences. Many games and puzzles have been adapted for people living with various stages of dementia, cognitive impairment, and people with eye conditions.

APPLICATIONS

People can gain sensory and tactile input from the variety of textures and colours in these activities.

PURCHASING INFORMATION

Mineral Mosaics Artwork Kit
$44 code AKMM Box’n’Dice

Jigsaws: Wisdom Activities from $36

Wisdom Activities
Tel: (03) 8839 4602
email: livingnow@wisdomactivities.com.au

Box’n’dice
Peta Paton Mobile 0402 976 212
boxndice.com.au

Disclaimer: This information is a guide only. Alzheimer’s WA Ltd does not endorse any of the manufacturers, suppliers or the use of any of the products featured. It is recommended that an assessment be sought from the Independent Living Centre or an Aged Care Assessment Team prior to purchasing Assistive Technology. Revised 7/11/18